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The pen is mightier than the sword. The brush beats both.Imagine having the ability to paint any
world you like and then walk inside it.With a moneygrubbing father and obnoxious mother, young
Jack hasn’t had an easy childhood. But when he’s invited to compete in a painting contest
hosted by the legendary Dante De Luca, his life becomes remarkable. With Dante’s mind-
boggling training, Jack learns to create sensational worlds, like a god.After eight years of
apprenticeship, tragedy strikes, and Jack is left plummeting towards an emotional abyss. To
reunite with his beloved mentor, Dante, he must conquer a savage world ruled by the ruthless
Archduke Oakenfol and his rebellious daughter, Annabelle.A world brimming with backstabbing,
blades and teeth.A world Jack may not survive.A world he created.The Painter's Apprentice is a
riot of colour, painted in love, hate and blood. Suitable for readers aged 12 and up."Small has
written a fast-paced, engrossing coming-of-age tale full of wonder and magic. The only danger is
that the reader will become as lost in its pages as the characters do in the fantastical worlds they
put on canvas. I thoroughly enjoyed this entertaining fantasy debut!" ★★★★★- EE Holmes,
bestselling author of The Gateway Trilogy"I pre-ordered the eBook after getting hooked by the
first several chapters Alexander gave away as a newsletter sign up freebie. I read a lot of YA
fantasy -- it's one of my favorite genres. Alexander is a talented new voice in the genre. He's
going on my auto-buy list." ★★★★★- Molly Zenk, USA Today Bestselling author
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SmallCreating a novel is always a challenging task. For some reason unknown to me, this book
was perhaps the most challenging one I've written to date.Thank goodness I had the
encouragement and support of some wonderful friends.Bearing that in mind, I’d like to thank the
following people:Cathy Andrews for her excellent alpha reading and editing. Taylor Aston White
for all her fantastic help with marketing, and so much more.Rebecca Eiseman for encouraging
me when I was flagging.Molly Zenk for giving incredibly helpful guidance on everything book-
related you could imagine.A Note on languageThis novel is written in UK English. That means
the language--including spelling and punctuation--within The Painter's Promise will differ in
some ways from novels written in US English. Please bear this in mind while reading.The author
respectfully asks any queries about book content or general feedback be directed to him
personally, rather than the book outlet you purchased your copy from.Please feel free to get in
touch with Alexander via email at: alexandersmallauthor@gmail.comContentsTitle
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37EpilogueBook 2 in the Painter TrilogyBook 3 in the Painter TrilogyDante's GiftA Note on
reviews from the authorAbout The AuthorThe painting has a life of its own. I try to let it come
through.Jackson PollockChapter 1The smash of glass is hard to sleep through. Even more so
when accompanied by shouting.Sitting up in bed, Jack rubbed his eyes and listened. More
smashing. Sounded like plates, cups, and glasses; their crashing chimes blending with bellows
and yells.Another argument. This one sounded more serious though. They didn’t normally throw
things.Slabs of silvery hue stretched across superhero-themed bedsheets in a formation of four.
Jack couldn’t sleep without the sky’s protective glow. Every night, his dad would draw the
curtains tight, leaving him in darkness and telling him not to be such a scaredy cat. He’d wait
until his dad’s feet had made their final creak going down the stairs, then he’d sneak across the
room and open them. He always got up earlier than both his parents, so nobody had any idea he
remained frightened of the dark. It was one of many charades to be found in their home.The
biggest of which was their contented family life. His parents’ public smiles and affectionate
gestures gave way to scowling eyes, snide remarks and shouting matches in private. Tension
was never absent, even when things seemed ok. It crisscrossed the air like invisible spider webs,
waiting to ensnare.And it certainly had tonight. Usually, whenever the chatter of venomous
insults slithered up the stairs, Jack’s normal reaction would be to plug ears with fingers and fade
into slumber. This time was different though. There was no way he could sleep through that
racket. He wondered what had caused such heated rage. Words were now accompanied by
weapons—probably thrown by his mum—and he felt an irresistible draw to hear what was going
on.Pulling back the covers, he walked towards the door, grasping, and rolling its smooth wooden



handle until he heard a familiar metallic click. Easing it open—mindful of the hinges’ mild squeak
—he crept and crouched beside the bannister, peering with caution between pillars of varnished
wood. Not close enough. Their house had three floors and he would need to creep to the next
landing to hear their conversation clearly.So down he sneaked, thankful his slight frame didn’t
cause the aging planks to croak his presence like they did with his parents. Green carpet flowed
down the stairs’ middle, held in place by thin brass strips. Once luxuriant, its fraying, grubby
fibres were coarse under the thin cotton socks on his feet. Nobody had taken care of it—or much
else around the house—since the day his mum told the maid to leave.The door to the kitchen
was open. He couldn’t see, but he could hear. Hiding behind the large corner part of the
bannister, he listened.“No wonder we’re skint.” His mum’s voice was shrill, slurred, the words
muddled. She’d been having her favourite drink again: pink gin. It turned her cheeks the same
colour and smelled like sweet perfume. “I’m living like a scullery maid here. You think I couldn’t
go out and do better for myself? Eh?”“Oh, shut up, ya drunken tart. Whose money do you think it
is? I earn it, I’ll do what I like with it. You’ve still got your gin and cigarettes, don’t ya? Eh? Not
short of them, are ya?” His dad spoke in a lower tone; the words were fast but firm.“Shut up,
Arthur”—Jack heard the rasp of a loosening bottle top and chink of glass on glass— “I think, it’s
our money. Our money. What little’s left of it. Why do you think I married you? For your good looks
and charm?” The final part of the question was stretched thin, ending with a cackle. “If I’d known
you were gonna turn into a bloody degenerate gambler I would never have—”“And why do you
think I married you, eh? For your brains? Einstein,”—he heard his dad let out a snort— “always
dazzling me with your intellectual conversation aren’t ya?”“I’ve got more brains than you, that’s
for sure. I don’t throw my money away in those bloody casinos or at the bookies’. That’s clever,
isn’t it? You’re a bloody genius, Arthur. You should apply to Oxford.”“No, you drink your—
correction my—money away instead. I married a beauty queen and now what have I got? A
moaning old drunk for a wife.”“Old, is it? Old? I’m thirty-two, you idiot. You’re practically a
pensioner. You—”“Look, Debs”—his dad let out a long sigh and then wood scraped across
kitchen tiles— “you’ve had your little tantrum, now sit down and calm down. And, come on, don’t
have any more, for Christ’s sake.”“Sod off”—Jack heard another rattle and clink— “I’ll stop when
I feel like it, not when you tell me to. I’m not one of your lackeys. Wanker.”“Have a seat and calm
down. And—”“Sod off, Arthur! You’re nothing now. Just a sad, old man who doesn’t have two
pennies to rub together. And I think I might go and look for someone who knows how to keep a
lady.”The crisp sound of a sharp slap was followed by shrieks and shattering glass. And then
another slap. And another. His mum’s crying echoed around the dimly lit hallway.“Keep a lady?
I’ve done nothing but keep you. I’ve given you everything, ya cow. And what have you given me?
Eh? What have you ever given me?”“I gave you a son,” she answered, between sobs.“What,
Little Picasso? He’s as useless as his bloody mum.”There was wooden clatter—a drawer or
cupboard being yanked open—and the silvery rustle of steel. “Well, you know what they say
about apples and trees. Now you touch me again and see what happens.” Her voice had
steadied, sounding hard, angry.“Put that down, you stupid cow. You’re gonna get hurt.”“You stay



away from me, you bloody animal. I should never have got involved with you lot. Bunch of bloody
thugs, the lot of you.”“Well, you’re the one waving a knife around, Deborah.”“I know what you’re
capable of, remember?”“You better watch your mouth. Now give me that—”“Keep away from
me!”“I said give me it you—”He heard the scrape and smack of wood, another smash, and then
his dad shouting. “You bitch!”There was a scream which ended in muffle. More wooden groans,
objects knocking, glass rattling. Then silence.His grip on the bannister had been getting ever
tighter—to the point of clamping—but now it was sliding on the smooth surface. Palms soaked
and mouth parched, he was frozen. Until the top of his dad’s head appeared from the kitchen
door only one flight underneath where Jack was perched. He had a dish towel wrapped around
his hand and was muttering curses through deep gasps of breath. And he was coming up the
stairs.Jack put every cat in the neighbourhood to shame. Nimble, floating like his feet were
feather dusters, he raced in Superman socks and silence. Easing the bedroom door closed—the
squeak even more vital to avoid—he dived into bed, pulling the sheets around him; hoping
closed eyes and false sleep would ward off whatever was coming.The stairs sounded his dad’s
approach; each creak causing Jack’s body to tense further. His dad was on the landing below
now, climbing further with steady steps. And that was when Jack realised the curtains were still
open. Pulling back the covers, he pounced. The curtain railing had a slight whistle to it, so he
had to draw them with both care and speed in mind.Hearing the final stair bending with
pressure, he fumbled the last shard of light closed. Then he slid into bed and wrapped the
blanket neck high with precision that would have made ninjas envious. Pretending to sleep while
his heart pulsed from toe to throat, he kept his eyes closed but fought the urge to screw them
shut.The door clicked open softly. “Jack.” The word was whispered. The door squeaked a little
and he got the feeling his dad was standing just inside the doorway. Of course, he didn’t dare
open his eyes to see. “Jack, you awake son?” The volume was raised, but not by much.Never
more awake in his life. And never more asleep.The door was closed with a tiny squeak and
click.Chapter 2It was the morning after his parents’ big argument.The good news was he didn’t
have to go to school. The bad news was his mother had run away to America. They’d had a big
disagreement, then she’d packed her bags and been picked up by her American friends, so his
dad was telling him.There definitely had been visitors in the night. Being unable to sleep—kept
awake by a blend of adrenaline and frightening darkness—he’d heard the rasp of exhaust and
rumbling crunch of tires on their gravel driveway. Car doors had been opened and shut, the pop
and clamp of a boot too. The wisps of conversation were too distant and hurried to make sense
of, but the accents had all sounded English. Not any American ones, like on TV.Now Jack was
sitting on one of the living room couches. His dad was hunched forward on the edge of his
favourite armchair. The tan seat gave off tiny leather squeaks as he shuffled, adjusting from a
stiff perch, to reclining and then back again. One hand was wrapped in cream-coloured
bandage, a patch of dark red staining the part which covered his palm. The pale fingers of his
other hand pinched and tapped at the chair’s thick, faded arms. A glass almost full of amber
liquid sat on the small circular table beside him; the type of glass that looked like a mini goldfish



bowl on a stem and broad stand.His dad didn’t usually drink that stuff. He said it made you say
and do stupid things. But now he was having it for breakfast. Jack could smell the powerful
vapours coming from his dad’s lips as he spoke. They were like cinnamon and dried-up old fruit.
Why did grownups like that stuff?“Look, son”—he took another large slurp from the glass, its
contents swirling and knocking the sides as he placed it down again— “your mother. She”—he
blew a popped puff which stretched into a heavy sigh— “she wasn’t happy. Not happy at all, in
fact. She always had dreams of being an actress, in Hollywood, you know like on the telly and all
that.”“But she never even said goodbye,” said Jack with a tone that made it more complaint than
statement. He wanted to say more but was wary of his dad’s mood swings.Pock-marked cheeks
bunching and lips pursing, his dad nodded rapidly. “I know, Jack. I know. Believe me, and that
hurts even more than this”—he held up his bandaged hand with the palm outwards— “to think
she was so angry she didn’t even say goodbye to her own son.”Blood was seeping through. It
looked wet. The cut must have been bad.“What happened?” He didn’t like to ask questions of his
dad—as it made him angry—but he sensed it was a day of special privileges.Jack’s dad took
another mouthful of the strong-smelling drink and let out a sigh and chuckle. “Well, putting it
mildly, your dear old mum had—has—a bit of a temper on her. I’m afraid she threw one or two
things around before she left with her mates. I cut myself cleaning up one of the broken glasses
off the floor. Silly old me, eh?”His chestnut brown hair was normally combed flat and slick with
shiny gel, parted to the side in a sharp dividing line. Now it was unkempt and dry, like bristles on
a scrubbing brush. His trimmed moustache was still perfectly groomed though, as if pencilled
on. It was unusual to see it sitting above a sympathetic smile. Jack was only accustomed to
disapproving grunts, frowns and glares; his father’s mild manner was making him uneasy.“Do
you think she’ll come back?” Jack asked. He felt a film of sweat on his forehead, the neckline of
his t-shirt was damp. Either the heating was turned up too high or he was sick from worry and
lack of sleep.Shaking his head and sucking in air through gritted teeth, his dad replied, “I think its
best we move on, son. I don’t think we’ll be seeing her again. Although I hope, really hope”—he
lightly pressed his hands in a praying motion— “that I’m wrong, of course. Hope she realizes her
mistake and comes back.”“I hope so too.” Jack had a horrible feeling hope wouldn’t help.“Good
lad. Now”—his dad leaned forward and beckoned with his bandaged hand for Jack to do the
same— “what’s important is, if anyone at school—say for example a classmate, or that nosey old
cow Mrs Thompson—asks where your mum is, you say she’s gone off to America, ok?”Their
faces were only inches apart. He could see every detail of his father’s eyeballs. Gleaming
marbles criss-crossed with scarlet slivers, their hazel centres were piercing, focused. The spice
from his breath made Jack want to wipe his eyes.“Yes, dad.”His uninjured hand grasped Jack’s
bony shoulder, the fingertips pressing, rubbing hard as his voice lowered, close to a whisper.
“And you can never tell anyone about your mum being angry, or if we ever had arguments, or
using nasty words, or throwing stuff, and especially me having this”—he gestured to the
bandage with his eyes— “or people might get the wrong idea. And that could cause big
problems for both of us. Is that clear?”“Yes, dad.”His dad gave him a sharp shake. Speech



slowing, he knocked out words solid as rocks. “I said, is that clear?”Jack’s shoulder was starting
to hurt a little. “Yes, dad.”“Ok. Now, someone asks you where your mum’s gone. What do you
say?”“She’s gone off to America. She wants to be on the TV.”“Good boy,” he said with a softening
voice and thin smile. The—now painful—grip was released as his dad sat back in the chair and
took a gulp from the glass, releasing a gasp of satisfaction. “Ok, you’ve got the day off from
school. I’ll write you a sick note. Why don’t you go and do some of your drawings? You like that,
don’t you?”“Yes, dad. Can I have some toast?”“Course you can. And you’re old enough to make
your own breakfast now. Don’t ask me. Off you go and help yourself.” Fishing into his jean
pocket, he took out his phone and began swiping and tapping, staring at the screen while he
sipped at his drink. Without looking up he mumbled, “Go on then. Off you pop, Little
Picasso.”Chapter 3Looking through his bedroom’s open sash window with its frame coated in
cracked and peeling white paint, Jack smiled at the summer scene in front of him. Their—
admittedly overgrown—lawn was blanketed in mesmerising golden beams. Contented warble
drifted from beaks amongst the branches of trees lining the gravel drive to their house. A
lukewarm breeze was washing in, causing the drawing under his fingers to flutter and flap as he
layered, scribbled, refined and defined.Months had passed since his mum had disappeared,
and the sun was soothing bruised memories. Chirping birds were cheering him up. As were the
six weeks’ summer holidays which had started the day before. six whole weeks away from
school, to draw whatever he liked.Jack only had ordinary pencils, but he was still transforming
plain paper into a bountiful summer garden, bursting with life. For those with the imagination to
appreciate it, of course.A knock interrupted. He knew it wasn’t his dad because he just came
straight in. “Yes, come in.”The door squeaked and a familiar face poked round. “Alright, Jack.
Mind if I come in?” It was one of his dad’s mates. His name was Henderson, but everyone called
him Hendy. Jack liked Hendy. Or rather, he found him far less scary than the dozen other men
his dad was friends with. Plus, Hendy was always laughing and making jokes and he never
scowled at Jack.His mum hadn’t liked him at all. Once, during one of his parents’ countless
arguments, she’d called Hendy a vicious rottweiler. He didn’t understand that. The family at the
bottom of the road had a rottweiler and it was nice. It barked a bit but if you whispered and
petted it, it was friendly.“Sure, Hendy. I’m drawing the garden.”He plodded in with a smile, and
stood beside Jack, catching the sun’s honey hues. Jack wasn’t sure what was shinier: his shoes
or his head. Hendy wasn’t overly tall—about normal, like his dad—but his upper body was like
two men glued together. And the smart suit jacket he wore was stretched tight over bulging
arms, big as the wrestlers on TV. Chin stubbled, ears studded, and forehead wrinkled, he was
his dad’s closest—and biggest—friend. He even said cheeky things to his dad that Jack wouldn’t
have dared.Peering at the drawing, Hendy twitched his eyebrows and blew out a soft whistle of
admiration. His voice was deep, strained, like the muscles in his stumpy neck wouldn’t let the
words come out properly. “Blimey, you’re something, ain’t you, Jack? Can I have a look?” His
aftershave was a mix of coconuts—but not fresh ones—and something like baby powder and
lemon. Jack wasn’t a fan.He handed him the drawing. “It’s not finished yet, but I think it’s going



well.”Hendy’s lips parted to reveal gaps and gold. “Going very well, I should say. Here, you can
show it to your dad. He wants to talk with you, about your artistic skills in fact.”“Really?”With a
soft tut and eye roll he replied, “Yes really. Now come on, get a move on, you cheeky little
sausage.” He ruffled Jack’s raven hair with a calloused palm that covered his whole
crown.Clasping his work, he padded down the stairs with Hendy’s bulky frame lumbering close
behind.In the living room, his dad was sitting—as usual—in the same tan leather armchair,
staring at his phone screen. Hair immaculate, he was wearing a beige suit, white shirt and gold
tie. His suede brown shoes were the kind that didn’t need laces. A cup of coffee sat on the table
beside him; bitter, herby vapours were rising from the liquid’s black surface. Jack liked the smell
but had tried a sip once and hated the strong flavour. Adults had strange tastes.Standing over by
the bay window, leaning on the windowsill and looking out into the garden, was another of his
dad’s friends. A guy called Ramon. Dressed in a drab grey suit, he was skinny for a grownup, or
maybe he just looked that way compared to Hendy. In any case, his face was narrow, the nose
pointed and sharp. He was the only one of his dad’s friends who didn’t have a moustache, beard
or stubble. He looked like a clean-shaven ferret. Or rat. Ramon always talked about Jack like he
wasn’t there, and if Jack said hi, he only gave a sneer or grunt. Yea, Jack didn’t like Ramon
much.Hendy walked over to his dad and laid Jack’s drawing on the chair’s arm. “Some talent
your boy’s got. Have a look.”Looking up from his phone screen, his dad held the paper in both
hands, it crinkled between his fingers as he scanned it, making mumbling “Mhm” noises.
Compliments were rare from his dad. Non-existent, in fact.Today was different though. Nodding
and smiling, he stroked his moustache and said, “Yea. Yea that’s excellent that is. Looks like a
master in the making.” Hendy gave Jack a wink before sitting on the old-style couch in the
corner. Its springs sang out rusty creaks of complaint under the weight.Then his dad spoke to
him. “Jack, you love art, don’t you?” He took a sip of the coffee, placing it back on its saucer with
a gentle clink.“Yes, dad.”“And you don’t like school, do you?”“Not really.” His dad knew these
answers, so why was he asking?“Why doesn’t he like school?” asked Ramon from across the
room. His squeaky voice matched his features.Annoyance flashed across his dad’s face as he
turned round in his chair to answer the question. “That’s not important right now, so would you
put a sock in it?”Holding out two palms in a defensive gesture, Ramon replied, “Alright, Arthur.
Sorry.”Returning to meet Jack’s eyes, he said, “Now what if instead of school, you could spend
all day doing art, with no other kids to get on your nerves? Just learning to be even better at
drawing—and other kinds of art—than you already are. Would you like that?”“Yes, dad, I would.”
It seemed like a bad joke. Except he noticed how his dad and Hendy were dressed. Everything
pressed crisp, polished and shiny. Like they were going to a wedding or a big business
meeting.“That’s great then, son. Cause guess what? Two weeks ago, I sent off one of your
drawings to a competition. An incredibly special competition, in fact. Now”—he sipped from the
coffee again, giving a small of gasp of satisfaction— “I didn’t expect to hear anything back. I
mean, I might call you Little Picasso sometimes, but that doesn’t make it so does it? So—”“What
—”His dad’s tone solidified; the eyebrows lowered. “I haven’t finished talking.”“Sorry, dad.”



Curiosity was making Jack careless.“So, long story short, I did hear back. With an invite from the
bloke who holds the competition. An Italian painter called Dante De Luca, who’s always on the
look out for an apprentice. Every two years he accepts examples from talented kids such as
yourself and—if he likes what he sees—he invites the hopefuls up to do a piece of art for him.
And if that art is good enough, then Bob’s your uncle, they’ve won an apprenticeship. Apparently,
he’s done it for the past thirty odd years. And do you know how many apprentices he’s chosen in
all that time?”Jack hesitated, double-checking his dad was expecting an answer, before
answering. “How many?”“None.”Chapter 4Later that same morning, they boarded a train to
Scotland. That was where Dante De Luca lived. Far up in the highlands.His dad had stuffed two
sets of clothes, spare trainers and a toothbrush into Jack’s school rucksack before Ramon
dropped them all off at the station with their luggage.Now they were sitting in a large private
compartment in one of the first-class carriages; him, his dad and Hendy. Looking through the
window, he leaned a forearm on the smooth wooden central table and watched houses, hills and
trees whizzing by. He liked the rhythmic click and clack of the tracks and the soft felt seat against
his back. This was Jack’s first time on a train, and it was interesting.Hendy’s chunky legs were
spread over two seats, on Jack’s side. He’d been to the restaurant carriage and came back with
a bunch of goodies. Including a big chocolate bar and lemonade for Jack.His dad was sat
across the table from Jack. He’d been staring at the invitation letter for half an hour. Smirking to
himself and nodding, he was looking at the ceiling, daydreaming.“Twenty-five grand. Twenty-five
—win or lose—just for taking part. Can you believe that? And I get an extra five grand for travel
expenses. Five! I know this De Luca fella is bloody minted, but to be throwing cash around like
that. I dunno, what is it with these people, eh? More money than sense,” said his dad, folding the
letter and slipping it inside his jacket.Hendy opened a can of beer with a crack and hiss, sucking
at the thick brown foam as it bubbled out of the freshly punctured hole. Smelled like chopped
flowers mixed with dark chocolate. Tilting the can, he took a long guzzle before wiping his mouth
on the back of his meaty hand. “Well,”—he belched beer gas— “probably sells a lot of paintings
and that, doesn’t he?”His dad’s sleek phone was laid on the table. He picked it up and gently
shook the slender silver rectangle in Hendy’s direction. “That’s the funny thing. Been reading up
on Mr De Luca. Strange geezer, reclusive. Can’t even find a photo of him online. Only seems to
sell a handful of paintings every decade, on average. And never at auction. Only to select
clients.”“Does he get a lot for them then?” he asked before taking another mouthful.His dad gave
a snort. “A lot? Have a guess what his last painting went for. You get it right first time, I’ll buy you
six more of those,” he said with a smug smile, gesturing to the beer can.“Well”—he shrugged,
glugged and swirled beer in thought— “I dunno, let’s say ten million?”“You ain’t even close, my
old son. Go on, I’ll give you another guess. On the house.”“Alright, then. Hundred million.”He
scoffed. “Still nowhere close. His last painting went for five hundred million quid.” His dad left a
gap of a second between each word, to add weight to the statement.Hendy sat up, putting his
beer on the table. “You must be joking. Who would pay that for a stupid bloody painting?”“Bloody
hell should I know. Some mug with too much money. But—according to the papers—that’s what



it went for. So, when we’re up there, best behaviour ok? This bloke is richer than the queen. You
never know what opportunities might present themselves. Plus, you never know”—he looked
across at Jack with raised eyebrows— “Little Picasso here might even win.”The journey
continued. Hendy swigged, burped and snoozed; his dad swiped and tapped. Jack cracked and
munched squares of silky milk chocolate and enjoyed the landscapes. The train whirred past
sun-soaked fields of lush green and golden yellow. Idyllic cottages and farms replaced concrete
blocks and tarmac; their walls washed brilliant white and topped in sumptuous terracotta. Hills
and valleys were dotted with chubby sheep chewing their fill under skies soft blue, peppered
with puffs of white. He was the only one who noticed the sign that said: Welcome to Scotland.A
short while after, Hendy leaned close; his massive shoulder was bigger than Jack’s head. “How’s
the, uh, chocolate? Any good?”Jack ran his fingernail over the paper and foil to find the groove
between the bar’s blocks and snapped a strip off for Hendy. “Yea, it’s good. Try some.”“Oh, don’t
mind if I do. Thank you very much.”“We’re in Scotland now,” said Jack.With the whole piece of
four blocks shoved in his mouth at once, Hendy was almost talking a foreign language when he
replied, “Fought I smelt something.”Hendy chuckled; His dad sniggered, saying, “Scottish poofs,
poncing round with their skirts and bagpipes.”Once he’d finished the chocolate, erasing the final
traces with a circulating tongue, Hendy said, “So, what’s this about school then? There a
problem?”“I—”“He doesn’t like school. Gets bullied. Don’t you?” His dad spoke with precise
words and pitiless gaze.“Oh, is that right?” Hendy reached into the paper bag from the
restaurant carriage and pulled out another beer. He offered it to Jack’s dad, who reacted with a
tut and sideways head shake.After making himself comfy in the corner seat, Hendy opened the
can, drank, and blew a strong sigh, before saying, “School’s a scary place sometimes, isn’t it?
Especially when you’re not a big lad. But, Jack, you’ve got to stand up to bullies, or they’ll just
take more liberties. There’ll come a point where you’ll have to decide, believe you me. One day,
you’ll have to fight back. You know I went to school with your dad?” Jack shook his head. His dad
had closed his phone and was focused on Hendy’s words. “Yea, that’s how we became mates.
Met when we were—how old were we, Arthur?”His dad did a brief upward eye search. “About
eleven? Twelve? Little older than him.”“Yea, little squirts we were, like you.” He tipped the can
again, releasing a mini burp. “We had a bully at our school too. Can tell you a story about him if
you like, Jack?”Licking his lips and leaning into his seat, his dad replied on Jack’s behalf with a
thin smile. “Yea, go on then. Got plenty time to kill. I’m sure it’ll be mostly bollocks the way you tell
them, but if it passes the time.”Hendy winked at Jack. “Not bollocks at all. The God’s honest
truth. That’s all you get from me.”“Ha! Course it is me old China. Anyway, go on then.” His dad
folded his arms, waiting for the story to start.“So, anyway”—Hendy pinched the can’s sides with
fingers thick as pork sausages, causing crinkly tinkles— “you see those marks on your dad’s
cheeks?”Jack nodded, hoping Hendy wouldn’t say anything to cause upset.“That’s cause your
dad had acne at school. When he was about twelve or so, he broke out into the worst acne you
can imagine. You know what acne is?”He shook his head.Making a circular motion with his palm,
he said, “Horrible red spots all over here. Your dad had that. And on his neck too. Looked like



pepperoni pizza, it—”“Watch it, will ya.”He took another gulp of beer and opened his mouth with
stubbly cheeks bunched towards his eyes, as if to make a cheeky reply. His dad wasn’t smiling.
Hendy seemed to change his mind. “Well, anyway, your dad had skin issues, shall we say. And
there was this boy. Shit”—he chuckled to himself, shaking his head— “I can’t remember his
name now.”“Wilson.” His dad’s voice was exact.“Ah, of course. Wilson. Ok so, there was this boy.
Boy named Wilson. And he was a big lump.” He stretched the word big as his palms rose high,
tracing the invisible lines of a broad-shouldered dome in the air. “A bloody huge lad.”“Pftt. Fat
bloater,” muttered his dad.“And Wilson, well, I don’t think he was a very happy person, to be
honest, because—”“He certainly wasn’t in the end, was he.” His dad’s voice was strained,
spoken through gritted teeth.“Come on now, Arthur, I’m telling the story here. So, this boy
Wilson, he couldn’t have been a happy lad, because he was always trying to make other people
unhappy. Shoving us other boys round—all of who were smaller than him, in our year, at least—
and calling us nasty names, threatening to thump you if you didn’t give him this chocolate, that
pencil, or your lunch money and so on. He used to tease your dad about his acne, something
rotten. Your dad hadn’t done anything to Wilson, but he called him horrible, hurtful names, all the
same. Was right out of order. Was horrible. And, more than a few times, Wilson did thump other
boys. They ended up with eyes as blue as that t-shirt you got on. Or bloody noses, or sore guts if
he hit them there. He was a right bruiser, was Wilson. He did boxing, you see. And bloody hell,
did he have a wallop on him. Even at his age. Nobody else could—”“Were you scared of him?”
Jack knew Hendy didn’t get angry at interrupting questions when he told stories. In fact, he
seemed to like it.He pursed his lips and took a quick sip. “That’s a very good question, actually.
Hmm was I scared of him? Well, I was, and I wasn’t.”“What do you mean?” Either he was or he
wasn’t, in Jack’s mind. You couldn’t be both.“Well, I was scared of fighting him one to one,
because I wouldn’t have had a bloody chance. And, as well as getting bashed black and blue,
my old man would have seen me with black eyes or bruises, whatever, and he would have given
me a hiding too, for fighting at school. No doubt about that. So that was a losing situation. But”—
he tapped his temple twice— “something inside me always knew that anyone made of flesh and
bone can’t be completely feared all the time. Cause they’re just same as you and me; they’re not
made of bloody titanium, are they? For example, I knew that if a boy like Wilson”—he shrugged,
waving his free palm casually— “were to say...have an accident, he’d get hurt just like anyone
else, wouldn’t he?”“But most people don’t have accidents at school?”Hendy gave a nod of
agreement. “You’re right about that, Jack. Most people aren’t that unlucky, are they? And in your
schools nowadays, it’s all health and safety, isn’t it? Be careful of this, watch out for that, try not
to put your teacher up the duff—”“Ha!” His dad interrupted with the crack of a sharp
laugh.Smiling broadly, Hendy continued. “But it wasn’t like that back then. Nobody gave a
monkey’s about safety when me and your dad were kids. Ain’t that right, Arthur?”“Absolutely.
Schools were dangerous places, back then,” he said, stroking his moustache and smirking. “Well
go on then, Rudyard bloody Kipling. Get on with your story. I want to hear the good bit.”Hendy
sat up and leaned forward towards Jack. “See, our school was an old Victorian building. Stone



steps and shaky old iron handrails. And those steps had seen a lot of footfall; a lot of shoes
rubbing them smooth over the decades. Made them slippery. The library ones were the worst.
Two long flights of steep steps separated by a stone landing. You had to be careful on those
steps”—he tipped a mouthful of beer— “especially on the way down. And well, wouldn’t you
know it? One day, poor Wilson, he had an accident down those steps.”“What happened?”“Well,
one hour a day you had library time. You were supposed to read for fun—Read for fun? Yea, that
was funny in itself—and Wilson usually went to the toilet at least twice during that hour. Probably
all the lemonade and juice he was taking from other boys, made him need to go so much. He
was probably in such a hurry to relieve himself that he forgot how smooth the steps were and
slipped. And oh Christ”—Hendy shook his square head— “he took a nasty tumble, didn’t he,
Arthur?”“Very nasty,” his dad said, with a flutter of eyebrows and thin grin.“But the funny thing
was, when he got up from falling down the first set of steps, all dazed, delirious, and believe me,
his face was covered in blood from smashing his nose—or must have been, should I say—he
went stumbling around and the silly bugger only fell down the next set of steps too. All the way
down. Was lucky he didn’t break his bloody neck, to be honest.”“Yea, that would have been
tragic. Bloody tragic.” His dad’s smile was the broadest it had been in months. Jack always felt
most on edge when his dad looked happy.But he needed to know. “So, what happened to
Wilson, in the end? Was he ok?”“Well,”—Hendy bunched his cheek to the side, making a wet
clicking sound— “he smacked his head so many times off that stone, smacked it so hard. He
was never the same again. He stayed on at our school—coming back after about four months in
hospital—but after he came back, he talked funny, walked funny”—Hendy stuck his tongue out,
screwed up his face and shook his body— “like that. Injury to the brain, so we heard. Struggled
at everything after that.”Teeth softly resting on his lower lip, his dad eased them off, opened his
mouth and the words oozed as he said with a smug smile, “Especially fighting.”Chapter 5The
vehicle waiting to pick them up was bigger than the train station they’d arrived at. It looked like
three big cars joined together; like a long, chunky gemstone polished to perfection, sat upon four
silver coins glistening in the Scottish sun. Jack was in awe.Hendy let out a whisp of a whistle as
he ran his eyes along its shiny black surface. “Nice. Nice motor. That’s a stretch limo, Jack. A
bloody huge one too.”Behind them, beside the platform where they’d got off the train, stood the
station’s red brick shack with its rust-speckled sign saying Auchtercluchty. And that was it.
Nothing else. They were surrounded by waves of hills; their emerald meadows dotted with sheep
and divided by short stone walls. It was so peaceful, the silence complete, save for occasional
gentle bleats from passing sheep.The blue sky’s breeze was wafting through his hair, blowing
cool kisses against his head. Jack filled his lungs with fresh air. He was glad to have a change of
location. The train compartment had started to feel cramped after so many hours stuck in it with
his dad.Standing beside the limo was its driver. He was dressed in a smart navy suit, white shirt
and red tie which puffed out sideways, like a bow on a present. And he was wearing a turban.
Jack knew that because one of the teachers at school was Indian and wore the same thing. It
was wrapped round his head like luxuriant blue rose petals, secured in the middle with a pin.As



they walked down the steps towards the car, Jack’s dad muttered to Hendy, “We getting a VIP
trip to a curry house or what.” Both sniggering, they stepped towards the driver with Jack
following behind.“Is one of you gentlemen Mr Ravensthorpe?”“Yea, that’s me,” replied his
dad.“Excellent, sir. Good evening to all of you fine gentlemen. I trust you had a pleasant journey.
My name is Harbir, and I will be driving you to Mr De Luca’s estate. The limousine is stocked with
refreshments, so please help yourselves. The drive will take approximately one hour.” His tone
was humble, friendly. Jack guessed he was a good driver.“Thank you very much, Harbir.
Pleasure to meet you,” said Hendy, flashing his black and gold grin.“Same here,” said his dad
with a slight nod.“Hi, Harbir,” said Jack, which earned him a wink and hello in reply.Their bags
stored in the enormous boot, they were nestled in luxury leather and on their way further into the
highlands. The inside was smaller than their living room, but much nicer. Everything was new,
spotless. Jack could smell lime or lemon in the air. Seating stretched down one side in a black
and white leather sofa and across from that was a big TV set into the wall. It sat above gleaming
shelves with fancy long glasses hanging in special holders—to stop them falling over when the
car was moving—and underneath that was a leather-topped counter with baskets of fruit, crisps,
chocolates and pastries. Below that were four glass-doored fridges full of cans and bottles.Jack
caressed the leather seat with his palm. It was smooth and soft. He stretched out. So much room
for a car. “It smells like fresh lemons in here,” he said to Hendy, who was sitting next to
him.Hendy reached forward towards the fridges and pulled out a fancy bottle with a white label
and puffy top coated in gold foil, which he peeled off, unwinding the mesh wiring over its bulbous
cork.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Not so certain that this is YA!. Spoiler below!This is kind of a tough one to
rate. Some sections were enthralling while others were just mediocre. And then there is the
epilogue: the last sentence got me straight in the feels, as my son has been known to say.
Probably 3.5 rounded up.This seems to be marketed as YA, and for the most part it is. However,
there are some pretty serious themes that make me want to question it. Jack's dysfunctional
family is one. When the book begins he's a young boy listening to his parents' violent argument
downstairs. That part brought up some best-forgotten memories! His mother is an alcoholic,
and his scary father is portrayed as a type of mobster-dude with a basher for a sidekick. There
was also the disturbing implication from the noises overheard by this little boy that the father
might have murdered the mother and disposed of her So YA doesn't seem to fit for a significant
portion of the book. And then again, the MC make some really immature and stupid decisions,
so the YA designation seems correct.Things look up for little Jack when Dante steps in as his
mentor/wholesome father figure. Dante teaches Jack magical painting. And I mean this in the
literal sense. They are able to use the created paintings as portals into other worlds. Pretty
cool.I liked it enough to continue, so I will probably pick up the next one to see where the author
takes Jack's story.”

HWconductor, “Get ready to step into another world!. In this first book of a trilogy, we meet a
young Jack. A quiet sketcher who loves to draw. Unfortunately his home life is a troubled and
when his mother “leaves” (TW: moderate domestic violence) he is left in the sole care of his
father, a mobster. Purely out of selfishness, Jack’s father whisks him off to Scotland to
participate in an art competition to become an apprentice to a famous but mysterious artist,
Dante. Thinking he would fail because he had only ever sketched, Jack was shocked to learn he
won the apprenticeship! From there we watch Jack bloom under Dante’s teaching and the
magical worlds they create with paint. This is fast-paced, and truly magical book you won’t want
to miss!”

Abby J., “An incredible adventure!!. I am an avid reader of fantasy and I absolutely LOVED this
book! I was immediately drawn to the characters and the magic (or, just painting ) throughout the
story. The author takes you on a journey with Jack as he grows up and experiences grief, anger,
love, and hope–and it all comes out in his art. Complicated family relationships, a quirky mentor,
and magical creatures to boot, this book has all the makings of a great fantasy series!!If you
loved Harry Potter or Chronicles of Narnia, get ready to add The Painter’s Apprentice to your list
of favorites! Cannot wait for book two.”

Allie York, “Willy Wonka meets the Louvre. Every childhood fantasy of being so talented you're
recognized by a master is met in this book. An average child with less than parents has an
exceptional gift and it literally opens portals to another world. All the whimsy of Willy Wonka



twisted into a unique tale of art, paternal love, and adventure.I devoured this book in one sitting
and am eager for the next installment”

Bree costa, “I need to read more fantasy!!. I really enjoyed this book! Not only is the concept
unique and interesting but Small’s writing is intelligent, very descriptive and detail oriented,
making it very easy to get immersed in the book. I enjoyed the relationship between Jack and
Dante and thought it was really sweet! I definitely recommend giving this book a chance! I don’t
read a lot of fantasy but this book definitely had me taking another look at the genre.”

Ashleigh, “Pure Magic. A completely immersive world, with characters that pull you in from the
first page, Painter’s Apprentice has the feeling and emotion of classic coming of age stories, with
a magical twist. The story weaves between epic journey and small human moments and will
keep you turning the page for more. The start of a wonderful series with hopefully much more to
come.”

Charlie Nottingham, “Such an amazing read!!. The concept grabbed me right away. A world
where you can paint a world and then walk into it? So f***ing cool, and so different. Seriously,
read this book. It is so good. The writing is pretty, the visuals are gorgeous, and there's nothing
about it that I don't like. It's a good size, but not big and droning. The world building is done so
well, and also so fascinating considering there's more than 1 world. 5/5 stars for sure.”

Aschneider, “What an amazing read!. The Painter’s Apprentice was such an amazing find for
me! It’s filled with magic, adventure, emotion and life lessons. I enjoyed reading every chapter.
The attention to detail in this book was absolutely refreshing and the plot unique and thrilling. If
you liked Narnia or Harry Potter, you will definitely enjoy this book.”

Jon Miller, “A fantastic read - more of the same pleae!. The Painter's Apprentice has everything
that I look for in a great story; main characters I can believe in with with depth of personality
that's easy to connect to, a great background story, an easy to read and intelligent writing style
with a gripping mix of action, tension and mystery.I didn't want to stop reading this book.I'm a
massive reader and don't normally leave reviews but I was so impressed by the characters and
ingenious plot of this book. The story pulled me straight in as any good book should. It's certainly
left me wanting to read more of the same.”

MD, “Makes you want take up painting. Originally I bought this book for my teenage daughter
who is an avid reader. She absolutely LOVED it! I was intrigued so thumbed a few pages and
then I was gone! Bam! Read the whole book!It plays with your emotions and let’s you forget
about your own life. It literally sucks you into the world and you wander alongside the characters
not as a spectator but almost as a character yourself!Definitely a good read and well worth
recommending for the kids and parents alike!”



linda chalmers, “Painted with Words. The book had a slow-burn start with a build up of tension
and mystery. The pace was good, but perhaps could have been a little faster. But anyway, what
makes this book 5-star for me is the author's ability to paint with language. The descriptions are
so vivid its incredibly immersive. If you love to lose yourself in a book world, then this story is for
you. I also liked the fact it didn't have explicit content or very bad language.”

Keira Garner, “Brilliant start. Can't wait for the next one love the journey you see unfold, such a
descriptive author just brilliant”

TayTay, “Impressive for a first novel. Thoroughly enjoyed Painter's Apprentice, highly recommend
to anyone wanting to be whisked away into painted worlds and good writing”
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